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3 Implementers of Innovation: Findings from the Transportation Research Board’s 2012 State Partnership Visits Program
State departments of transportation (DOTs) and other agencies are meeting the challenge of continued economic uncertainties by implementing innovative solutions to transportation problems.

14 NEW SHRP 2 REPORT
Institutional Architectures to Improve Transportation Systems Management and Operations: Guidance for State Departments of Transportation
Stephen Lockwood
Transportation systems management and operations strategies focus on the causes of congestion and delay at the point of the problem—in real time—to reduce the impacts significantly. The strategies are cost-effective, minimally disruptive, and quickly implemented. SHRP 2 has developed comprehensive guidance to help state DOTs and their partners succeed in improving highway levels of service.

23 How Vulnerable Is Alaska’s Transportation to Climate Change?
Managing an Infrastructure Built on Permafrost
Billy Connor and James Harper
With warming permafrost, coastal erosion, and increasingly dramatic storm events, Alaska’s highways and other infrastructure are frequently icing, cracking, and washing away. Engineers and planners are addressing knowledge gaps in thermal and hydrological dynamics and are translating the findings into new and more robust designs.

Timo Saarenketo and Ron Munro

32 Mapping Naturally Occurring Hazardous Materials in Oregon:
Project Aims to Protect Transportation Personnel and Public Health
Matthew A. Mabey and Clark Niewendorp
Naturally occurring hazardous materials (NOHMs) are easily overlooked in standard environmental assessments and geologic investigations for transportation projects. Oregon DOT partnered with the state’s Department of Geology and Mineral Industries to identify the NOHMs of greatest concern, delineate the likely occurrences, and establish how to detect them, to protect the health and safety of agency personnel, construction workers, and the traveling public.

39 NEW TRB PUBLICATION
Rockfall: Characterization and Control
A. Keith Turner and G. P. Jayaprakash
The economic and public-safety consequences of rockfall-induced traffic disruptions, accidents, and injuries have spurred improvements in procedures for rockfall evaluation and mitigation, including new technologies and protections from rockfall hazards. A new TRB publication addresses the state of knowledge about rockfall.

42 NEW COOPERATIVE RESEARCH PROGRAMS REPORT
Guidebook for Sustainability Performance Measurement for Transportation Agencies
Josias Zietsman and Tara Ramani
A new guidebook from the National Cooperative Highway Research Program provides a variety of resources and a practical, phased approach for state DOTs and other agencies to tailor and implement a performance measurement program for sustainability that is relevant to their specific needs and contexts.
45 NEW COOPERATIVE RESEARCH PROGRAMS REPORT
Preserving and Protecting Freight Infrastructure and Routes
Mark E. Meitzen
The expansion of incompatible land uses raises serious threats to the U.S. freight transportation system. Research under the National Cooperative Freight Research Program (NCFRP) has developed tools and strategies to resolve or minimize the conflicts between nonfreight land use and freight corridors and facilities, implementing the principle of freight-compatible development.

50 NEW COOPERATIVE RESEARCH PROGRAMS REPORT
Understanding Urban Goods Movement
Suzann S. Rhodes
A comprehensive guide from NCFRP for planners and decision makers explains the importance of urban freight movements to the economic health of local communities, the impact of local regulations on efficient freight movement, and ways to accommodate and expedite urban goods movement while minimizing environmental impacts and adverse consequences for the community.
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COMING NEXT ISSUE

Photographic highlights of sessions, events, presentations, meetings, exhibits, awards, and more from TRB’s 92nd Annual Meeting—including valedictory speeches by two major transportation leaders—is accompanied in the March–April issue of TR News by feature articles on the promise of connected vehicle technology; the accomplishments and vision of more than two decades of TransTech Academy; preparing urban students for careers in transportation; and practical insights from TRB’s first-ever virtual conference.

U.S. Secretary of Transportation Ray LaHood spoke at two TRB Annual Meeting events in January, reviewing initiatives, programs, and progress under his term. A record-setting attendance explored the theme of “Deploying Transportation Research: Doing Things Smarter, Better, Faster.”